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ABSTRACT 
Let C,,,,, denote the class of m X n complex matrices; and let NI, N2, and N3 be 
arbitrary norms on C,,, X “, C,, x k, ad Ck x “, respectively. In this paper we discuss the 
best (least) positive constant P,,,~” which satisfies 
In particular, for 1 < p d 00 let 
be the 1, norm of a matrix A =((Y~~)EC,~~,,. Then for arbitrary p, q, r such that 
1 B p, q. r < 00, we determine explicitly the best constant pmin for which 
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Let 
N: C,,, -+ R 
be an arbitrary norm on the algebra of n X n complex matrices; that is, for all 
A,BEC”~,, and ~EC: 
N(A)>O, A # 0, 
N(aA) = ]a]-N(A), 
N(A+B)<N(A)+N(B). 
Generally, N is not submultiplicative; that is, the inequality 
N(M) 6 N(A)N(B) 
does not hold for all A, B EC,,,. In [l], however, it was shown that there 
exist constants p > 0 such that 
N(AB)<pN(A)N(B) VA, BE CnXn. 
We called such constants multiplicativity factors for N, and proved: 
THEOREM 1.1 [2, Theorem 1.51. A constant p > 0 is a multiplicativity 
factor for N if and only if 
Now, let 
Nl:Cmx,,-‘R, (l.la) 
Na:Cmxt - R, (l.lb) 
Ns: Ckxn + H, (l.lc) 
be given norms on the classes of m x n, m x k, and k x n complex matrices, 
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respectively. Unless m = n, C,,, is not an algebra; so the question whether 
Ni is submultiplicative on C, x n is meaningless. Instead, it seems natural to 
ask whether we have mixed submultiplicativity, i.e., 
Again, (1.2) is generally false; so we ask whether there exist constants p > 0 
for which 
We call a constant p> 0 which satisfies (1.3) a multiplicativity factor for 
NI with respect to N, and N3. In particular, if (1.3) holds with p = 1, we say 
that Ni is s&multiplicative with respect to N, and N3. 
With these new definitions the following analogue of Theorem 1.1 can be 
easily proved: 
THEOREM 1.2. Let N,, N,, N3 be norms as in (1.1). Then: 
(i) Ni has multiplicativity factors with respect to N2 and N3. 
(ii) p ) 0 is a multiplicativity factor for N1 with respect to N, and N3 if 
and only if 
I*~~~i,~max{N,(AB):AECm.k, BeCkxn, Ns(A)=Ns(B)=l}. 
(1.4) 
A proof of Theorem 1.2 is provided in Section 3. 
Determining prnin explicitly via (1.4) is usually hopeless. Knowing how- 
ever that P,,,~,, exists, we use its definition to obtain instantly the following 
practical result: 
THEOREM 1.3. Let N,, N,, and N3 be as in Theorem 1.2. Then the best 
(least) multiplicativity factor for NI with respect to N, and N3 is the 
(unique) constant pmin satisfying 
with equality fo7 some matrices A = A,, E Cmxk, B = B. E Ckxn. 
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2. I, NORMS FOR MATRICES 
For l<p<co, the 1, norm of 
defined by 
an rn~n matrix A=(aij)~CnlXn is 
111 
IAlp= c i 
\I=1 J=' / 
where for p = ca (a case which need not be treated separately) we have 
IAl, = max]aij]. 
i.j 
In two recent papers [1,2] we extended some of Ostrowski’s results on 
submultiplicativity of matrix norms [4], and obtained, for given p, 9 such that 
1 < p, 9 <co, the best (least) possible constants r = $m, k, n, p, 9) and 
u = a( m, k, n, p, 9) which satisfy 
WI, G +$l~I,~ 
lABI, 6 +%pI,~ 
for ah A E Cmxk, B E Ckxn. 
Defining 
(2.la) 
(2.lb) 
&(k)= :;,,_1,, i “-’ , 9>,P: (2.2) 
we shah further extend the results in (2.1) as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 1~ p, 9, r d 00, and let 9’ be the conjugate of q (so 
that l/9 + l/q’= 1). Then for all A E Cmxk, B E Ckxn, 
lABI, G X,,(m)X,,(n)X,,,(k)IAI,IBI,, (2.3) 
with equality for some A = A, E Cmxk, B = B, E Ckxn. 
In view of Theorem 1.2, Theorem 2.1 can be immediately rephrased to 
read: 
THEOREM 2.1'. Let p, 9, T, and 9’ be as in Theorem 2.1. Then the best 
(least) multiplicativity factor for the 1, rwrm on C,,, with respect to the 1, 
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rwnn on CInXk and the 1, norm on Ckxn is 
Pin= ~,,(m)~,,(n>~,~r(k). (2.4) 
The proof of Theorem 2.1, preceded by three lemmas, is given in Sec- 
tion 3. 
We remark that 
1 1 --...-= 
Q’ r 
SO 
x,,,.(k) = L,(k); 
hence ~1,~~ in (2.4) is symmetric with respect to q and T. 
Theorem 2.1 contains two special cases which are, perhaps, of indepen- 
dent interest. First, if A = a = (a,, . . . , aA) is a row vector and B = b* = 
(P 1,. . . , pk)* is a column vector (* denoting the adjoint), then AB = ab* is 
the standard inner product (a, b) on Ck. So, noting that (b*l, = Ibl,, we 
obtain at once from (2.3): 
COROLLARY 2.1 (Compare [2, Corollary 1.11). Zf 1~ q, r < 00, then for 
all a, b E Ck, 
I(a, b) I G ~,r,(k)lal,lblr. (2.5) 
The second special case occurs when A = aT = (a,, . . . , a[m)T is a column 
vector (T denoting the transpose) and B = b = (PI,. . . , /I,,) is a row vector. 
Now, AB = aTb is a rank-one m X n matrix for which (2.3) yields: 
COROLLARY 2.2. If 1~ p, q, r < 00, then for all a E C”‘, b E C”, 
(2.6) 
By Theorem 2.1, the inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) are best possible. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Since 
S,= {AEC,,,~~:ZV~(A)=~} 
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and 
s,= {BECkxn:N3(B)=1} 
are compact sets, and since 
A,B+AB 
is a continuous mapping from C nl X k X C, X n into Cm X n, then 
Sr- {AB:AES,, BEST} 
is a compact set in C,,,. Moreover, N3 is a continuous, positive-definite 
function on S,. Hence, 
~~,=max{Ni(AB): AeCmxk, BECKY,,, N,(A)= N,(B)=l} 
= max{ N,(C): C E S,} 
is a well-defined, positive constant. 
Now, if ~12 pmin, then by (1.4), 
for all AEC,,,~~, BECKY,,; so p is a multiplicativity factor for Nr with 
respect to N, and N3. 
Conversely, if p satisfies 0 < p < pminr then by (1.4) again, there exist 
matrices A, E Cmxk, B, E Ckxn such that 
and the theorem follows. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we start by quoting 
n 
LEMMA 3.1 [3, Corollary 1.4.5; 2, Lemma 2.21. Let 1 < p, 9 < co. Then 
for all vectors x E Ck, 
lxlp G ~,,(~)lxl,. (3.1) 
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Next, for arbitrary p, q such that 1~ p, q G 00 we introduce the mixed $,, 
rumn of a matrix A = (cuij)= C,,, [4]: 
With this we prove: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let l<p,q,r<oo. ThenforallA~C,,,, 
IAl,, 6 ~,,(m)~,,(n)lAl,. (3.2) 
Proof. Denoting the columns of A by aI,, 
~(laJpy.-.~ lanlp) I4 
G ~(~pr(m)lall,~...9 ~pr(41aalr) I4 
= ~p,tm)I(Iad,9.-.~ lanlr)Iq 
< ~,,(m)hq,(n)l(la,I.,..., lanlr) I, 
= ~p,(m)~q,(~)14r~ 
Finally, we quote 
LEMMA 3.3 [2, Lemma 2.41. Let 1 < p, q =S 00, and let q’ be the con- 
jugateofq. ThenforallAECmxk, B=Ckxn, 
lABI, G IATIqpIBlq~p~ (3.3) 
where AT denotes the transpose of A. 
We are now ready for 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Since AT E Ckxm and IA*I, = 1A14, then (3.2) 
yields 
IA*I,, d ~,,(~)~,,(m)lA*I, = X,,(m)lAl,. (3.4) 
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Similarly, 
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(3.5) 
Hence, by (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) 
JABI, G IATI,,I~I,~, 
so (2.3) holds. 
To complete the proof we must provide matrices A 0 E C “, x k, B, E C, x “, 
for which (2.3) becomes an equality. For this purpose, set 
e,,(k) z kl/P - l/Q, 
so that the values taken by pFlmin in (2.4) are 
Now, consider the m X n incidence [i.e. (0, l)] matrices 
defined by 
i=l ,...,m, j=l ,...,n. 
A short calculation shows that (2.3) becomes an equality if for the eight values 
of prnin given in (3.6) we choose, respectively, A = E(m, k), B = E(k, n); 
A = C(m, k), B = E(k, n); A = E( m, k), B = R(k, n); A = R(m, k), B = 
C(k, n); A = C(m, k), B = R(k, n); A = J(m, k), B = C(k, n); A = R(m, k), 
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B = J(k, n); and A = J(m, k), B = J(k, n). 
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